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A lower bound on rank is constructed for arbitrary tensors over finite fields. For fields of 
low cardinality the bound is more precise than those generated by previously known 
techniques because the structure of the field is exploited. In addition, the proof technique over, ,. 
‘Z, leads to a method for determining whether the lower bound constructed also represents an 
upper bound and, hence, the rank. As an application of this idea, it is shown that eight 
multiplications are necessary and sufficient to calculate the four-dimensional quaternion 
product over Z,. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Arithmetic complexity is concerned with determining the number of arithmetic 
operations required to solve an algebraic problem. One class of problems that has 
received considerable attention is that of evaluating a set of bilinear forms. In 
particular, the number of multiplications required by such problems as the 
multiplication of matrices, polynomials, etc., has been studied by many researchers 
[2, 12-151. 
The rank of a three-dimensional tensor has been used extensively as a model for 
obtaining bounds on the complexity of these problems. (See, for example, [3, 8, lo].) 
It has been show that calculating the rank of a tensor is equivalent to finding the 
minimum number of nonscalar multiplications needed by the problem the tensor 
represents. We choose the tensor notation as described in Section 2 since it is a 
convenient way of presenting our lower bound technique which is based on previous 
work by the author in [ 10, 111. 
Various lower bound arguments have been developed for bilinear multiplication 
problems. Substitution and linear independence techniques as in [2] have 
predominated. Partitioning [3,4], which is a combination of linear independence and 
substitution, has yielded some lower bounds based on the tensor model. 
All of these arguments apply to multiplication problems as viewed over an 
arbitrary field. Obviously, there exist fields over which a problem may require very 
few multiplications. In particular, a field of high cardinality may allow a reduction in 
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the number of multiplications needed over one of lower cardinality [7, 81. As a result, 
the lower bounds generated are often imprecise for finite fields, since the techniques 
cannot take advantage of the additional structure of the field. 
We will present a lower bound argument that allows greater precision over finite 
fields. In fact, we will demonstrate how to calculate a lower bound explicitly for an 
arbitrary size m by p by q tensor over a finite field Z,, where t is prime. In addition, 
we will show how one of our proof techniques can aid in generating actual algorithms 
meeting the bounds. 
2. TERMINOLOGY 
We will now formally define tensor rank using the notation standard in the 
literature [3,4] and describe how it relates to bilinear form multiplication problems. 
An m by p by q tensor is a set of m, p by q matrices {Gi}, 1 < i < m, over a 
commutative ring K. This set can be characterized by a matrix polynomial G(s) in m 
indeterminates: 
G(s)= 2 siG,. 
i=l 
Each G, can be expressed as a sum 
k=l 
where a,,E K and b,, ck are vectors of lengths p and q, respectively, with 
components in K. 
Each C~!lsiaikbkc~ is a “rank-one tensor” or dyad. The minimum number of 
dyads, 6, needed to represent G(s) is the rank. This rank is equivalent to the number 
of nonscalar multiplications needed to calculate the m bilinear forms xrG, y, 
1 < i < m, with x = (xi, x2 ,..., x,) and y = (y,, y, ,..., JJ,). (See [3].) 
For example, to calculate (pO + plx)(q, + qlx) over Z,, we must compute the 
sums of products: 
Po’lo, (PO41 +p,qo), P141* 
The naive method requires four nonscalar multiplications, but the following 
computation requires only three: 
PO409 (Po+q1)(qo+q1)+Poqo+P1q1~ P141. 
In our tensor representation, we associate each sum of products with a plane of the 
tensor and introduce indeterminates s,, s2 and s3 to distinguish between G, , G, and 
G, as follows: 
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1 0 
poqo - [ 0 1 0’ 
PO41 +p,qo- [ 0 1 1 1 0’ 
G(s) = s1 
This can be rewritten with dyads as: 
In other words, if the above expression is minimal, G(s) has rank equal to 3. A 
simple instance of our lower bound theorem will show that the rank of G(s) is indeed 
3 over Z,. 
3. LOWER BOUNDS USING ALGEBRAIC CODING THEORY 
We will first present a special case of the lower bound theorem and show how it 
can be used to generate a new lower bound for quaternion multiplication over Z,. 
The technique developed in the proof of the theorem over Z, can be useful in 
constructing the dyads representing an algorithm for the problem, as we will see in 
the example. In order to present the proof we need some terminology borrowed from 
algebraic coding theory [ 1,4]. 
Let ui, 1 < i < m, be {0, 1 } - vectors and “+” be the exclusive OR. The Humming 
norm (the number of l’s in a vi) is denoted by (vii, A code is a set of vI)s all of the 
same length. 
Given an m by p by q tensor G(s) along with S dyads summing to G(s), we can 
construct a code for these dyads as follows: Let the code consist of m vectors Vi, 
1 < i & m, each of length 6 such that: 
(vi)j = 1 if the jth dyad includes si, 
=o if not. 
If we have only G(s) and not the dyads, we can still describe to some extent what 
the code must look like based on the matrix ranks of the Gls. Suppose that 
Gil + Gi2 + * * * + Gin) 1 < ij, n Q m, has rank k (recalling that Gi, has a 1 whenever 
an si, occurs in the tensor), then ]trt, + uit + . .. + vi. ( must be >k. If not, then there 
would be sI)s occurring in <k dyads, and the rank of G,, + . . . + G,“, n < m, would be 
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ck, which is a contradiction. The set of inequalities on these Hamming norms of all 
possible exclusive OR sums of the vi)s is called the set of constraints of G(s). 
For example, given a code of two vectors V, and v2, the possible sums are u, , v2, 
v, + v2. The constraints based on the corresponding say, G,, G,, and G, + G, are 
where r(X) refers to the matrix rank of X. 
The code for the dyads in the example of Section 2 is 
u,=l 0 0 sly 
v,=l 1 1 S23 
u,=OOl s,. 
Each column represents the indeterminates of the respective dyads. The constraints 
this code must meet are 
Iv,1 2 19 Iv,+v,l>2, /vl+~,+v,l~ 1, 
Iv2 I > 23 Iv,+v,la2~ 
Iv31 > 13 Iu2 + hl> 2. 
Th columns of the codes actually represent information about how each dyad must 
be configured. 
Given only the constraints, the minimum length code can be produced to give us 
the lower bound theorem over 2,. 
THEOREM 1. Let G(s) be an m by p by q tensor ouer Z,. 
The rank of G(s) > [(CIEzlml r(ci,[ G,))/2”-‘1, where 21m’ is the power set of m, 
r(X) is the matrix rank of X, and 1x1 is the greatest integer <x. 
ProoJ Note the following fact: If 0 # w = (w,, We,..., w,) is a (0, I}-vector, then 
CIE21ml lCis, Wil = 2m-‘. This is easy to prove by induction on m. Clearly, it is true 
for m = 1, since I 1 I = 2’. Assume the fact is true for vectors of length m. If w is a 
vector of length m + 1, w consists of a vector of length m and a componentj E {0, 1 }. 
Then 
,,$+,, lzwi/=,;., l, rl+,zm, /zwi+jl = y-1 + y-1 = 2” 
Suppose v,, v2 ,,.., v, is a code for G(s) of minimum length. The rank of G(s) must 
be > the minimum length code. The constraints of G(s) give a lower bound on the 
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length and, thus, a bound on the rank. The sum of the Hamming norms of all 
possible sums on the ni)s is equal to the length of the code times 2”-‘by the above 
fact. This sum must be > the sum of the right sides of the inequalities making up the 
constraints. Therefore, r(G(s)) > minimum length of the code > the sum of 
constraints/2m-‘. 1 
4. AN EXAMPLE 
We will now apply this result to generate a bound of eight multiplications for 
quaternion multiplication over 2,) which is better than previously known lower 
bounds. 
Quaternions are elements over a ring, of the form 
X=x, +x,i+x,j+x,k, 
where 
i2 = j2 = k2 = -1, ij=-ji=k, jk=-kj=i, and ki=-ik=j. 
The quaternion multiplication problem corresponds to computing W = XY where 
X=(x,, x2, x3, x4), Y = (vr, y,, y,, y4) and is defined as the calculation of 
W= (wr, w2, w3, w4) with 
WI = (Xl Y, - x2 Y, - x3 Y, - x4 Y4)r 
w2 = (xl y2 + x2 Y1 + x3 y4 - x4 y,>i, 
w3= hY3 --2lJ4 +x3yl+x,Y,ti9 
w,= (~1~4 +x,Y,----3~2 +x4 y,)k. 
Over the rational and real numbers, quaternion multiplication requires exactly 
eight multiplications [5,6]. Over finite fields the best lower bound is 7 and over the 
integers there is an upper bound of 10. The algorithms which use eight 
multiplications require division in such a way that they cannot be translated to 
algorithms over 2 or Z,. 
Over Z, the quaternion product can be represented by tensor: 
which can be ranked as follows with eight dyads: 
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Through the code construction, it will be shown here that the lower bound is 8. 
Notice that a direct application of Theorem 1 only gives a lower bound of 6. 
LEMMA 1. The tensor 
Sl s2 0 0 
Q"(s) = '2 '1 ' ' I 1 0 0 s, s2 0 0 s2 s, 
has rank = 6 over Z,. 
Proof. From the lower bound theorem the rank > (4 + 4 + 2)/2 = 5. The only 
code satisfying the constraints: 
Iv,1 >4, Iv21 24, Iv1 + v2I > 29 
VI 1 1 1 10 
v,01111 
up to a permuting of the columns. Notice that one dyad must have only an si 
indeterminate (see the first column of the code). If this dyad is removed from the 
tensor, it will, at most, reduce the rank of G, by 1. This new tensor will have 
rank > [ 9121 = 5 rather than 4 as we would expect if the code actually represented a 
ranking. Hence, Q”(s) has rank 6. 1 
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The next step is to add another indeterminate to the tensor and calculate its rank. 
LEMMA 2. The tensor 
has rank = 1 over Z, . 
Proof. It is impossible to construct a code of length 6 for the constraints: 
lvil 2 4, i#jE {1,2,3}, 
Iv{ + vjl > 2, 
Iv,tv,+v,I>4, 
with the additional stipulation from Lemma 1 that no two vI)s represent a code of 
length 5 for Q”(s). From the constraint Iv, + v2 + vj 1 > 4 it is clear that four of the 
columns in the code have three I’s each. If one of them had a 1 and two O’s, those 
two vectors with the O’s would represent a code for Q’*(s) of length 5 which 
contradicts Lemma 1. Thus. the code is 
v, 1 1 1 1 a, b, 
v2 1 1 1 1 a, b, 
v3 1 1 1 1 a3 b, 
If a, = 0, then a, = a3 = 1 and Iv2 t v31 < 1. If a, = 1, then a, = a3 = 0 and 
Iv2 + vjl Q 1. Therefore, Qi2”(s) has rank 7. 1 
A typical code of length 7 for Ql’(s) meeting the constraints and representing an 
algorithm is 
VI 1 1 1 1 1 10 s, 
v2 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 s3 
v3 10 1 1 10 0 s2 
The dyads for Q’23(s) whose indeterminates are represented by this code are 
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+~sl+s~+s3~~~~~~~+~sl+s~+s3~[~~~~ 
+(sl+s3)[;;; /]+(s3#;;[]. 
In fact, only 16 different codes meet these constraints as listed below: 
(1) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1111100 
0111110 
(2) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1111100 
0011110 
(3) 1 1 1 1 1 10 
0111111 
1111101 
(4) 1 1 1 1 1 10 (5) 1111110 (6) 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 
0111111 0111111 0011111 
0111100 0111001 1011101 
(7) 1111110 
0011111 
1011100 
(8) 1111110 
0001111 
1101100 
(10) 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 
0011111 
1011101 
(13) 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 
0111110 
1001101 
(11) 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 
0111110 
0111101 
(14) 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 
0111110 
0011101 
(9) 1 1 1 1 1 10 
0011110 
1011001 
(12) 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 
0011111 
1011001 
(15) 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 
0011110 
1001101 
(16) 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 
0011110 
1010011 
These codes can be constructed by a brute force testing of all combinations of three 
{O-1}-vectors against the constraints listed in Lemma 2. For example, if U, is fixed 
with Iu, / = 7, then it is obvious that 4 < Iv& 1~~1 < 5 and that when 1 v2 1 = 1 vjl = 4, 
1 v, + v2 + vj ( < 4. Therefore, there are only two codes (up to permuting columns) 
that satisfy all the constraints. The same procedure can be repeated for different 
values of Iv,J. Of these codes, only (6), (7), (8), (lo), (12), (14), (15) and (16) are 
algorithms. The others can be proved not to be valid algorithms with the following 
two techniques which will be presented for (1) and (2). 
LEMMA 3. There are eight codes of length 7 which represent rankings of Qlz3(s). 
Proof. We will show that codes (l)-(5), (9), (1 l), and (13) do not represent a set 
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of dyads for Q”“(s). For code (1) associate with each column: D,, D2,..., D,, each 
representing a rank one matrix. Now, G, + G, = D, + D,. Then D, must have one of 
the following forms: 
or any rotation of either of these along the diagonal. Notice that G, + G, + D, = D, . 
However, G, + G, + D, = 
and 
both of which have matrix rank > 1. Hence G, + G, + D, # D, . Similarly, for any 
other form of D, the matrix rank will be >l and the code cannot represent Q’“(s). 
The same argument will work for codes (3), (4), and (11). 
For code (2) notice that G, + G,=D,+ D, and G, + G, + G,=D, +D, + 
D, + D,. Hence, G, + G, + G, + D, = D, + D, + D, with D, as described for code 
(1). But the r(G, + G, + G, + 0,) > 3 so code (2) cannot represent Ql”(s). 
This argument also holds for codes (5) (9) and (13). 1 
Now we are prepared to calculate the rank of the quaternion multiplication tensor. 
THEOREM 2. The tensor 
has rank = 8 over Z,. 
Proof. Suppose Q(s) has rank = 7. Then there exists a code of length 7 such that 
any three of the code vectors represent a set of dyads for Q123(s) and the following 
set of constraints hold true: 
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Ivil a47 Ivi + vi/ 2  29 Ivi+Vj+V,J>4, 
~v,+v*+v,+v,~~1,1~i#j#k~4. 
From Lemmas 1 and 2, no two vectors represent a code of length < 6 and no three 
represent a code of length < 7. 
No combinations of four vectors from the codes in Lemma 3 for Q’*“(s) can be 
combined to satisfy all of the constraints. 
Therefore Q(s) has rank = 8. 1 
5. THE LOWER BOUND THEOREM OVER FINITE FIELDS 
We will present a slightly different method for proving a generalization of 
Theorem 1. 
Suppose a 2 by p by q tensor G(s) over Z,, where t is prime, has rank r. The r 
dyads for G(s) must have the form: 
1-l 
G(s) = 1 
j=O 
(s, +js,) 2 Dji) + 2 s2Dli, 
i=l i=l 
where uj is the number of dyads associated with s, + js,, for 0 <j Q t - 1, ut with s,, 
and CfZo ui = r. Dji, Dti are {O, 1}-matrices. We have used the fact that for any k in 
z, - PL 
ks, + s2 = k(s, + k-Is,). 
to ensure that for tensors with two indeterminates over the field Z, only t + 1 sums of 
indeterminates need be considered: s2, s, + js, (j = O,..., t - 1). The rank of G, and 
any G, + jG, is less than or equal to the sum oft of the appropriate uj’s. Specifically, 
r(G2) < u, + u2 + ... + u,-, + ut, r(G,) < u. + u, + e.. + u,-, and, for j > 0, 
r(G,+jG2)~(~~=oui)-~u,,wherekj=t-1 modt. 
Hence, the sum of the matrix ranks = 
r(GJ + 1 r(G, + jG,) < t(u, + a=. + u,) 
j=O 
and the rank > [sum of the matrix ranks/t], where [xl is the greatest integer <x. 
Generalizing even further to produce our main theorem, a lower bound for m by p 
by q tensors over arbitrary Z, can be proved: 
THEOREM 3. Let G(s) be an m by p by q tensor over Z,, where t is prime. The 
rank of G(s) is 
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where r(X) is the rank of X. 
Proof: We will use a more general form of the method in the example 
immediately preceding this theorem. First, we note that the possible indeterminates in 
the dyads have the forms 
s1 + k,s, + kg, + ... + k,,,s,,, 
s,+k,s,+..~+k,s, 
s,+...+k,s, 
. . . 
. . . 
s,, 0 < k, ,..., k, < t - 1, 
since any kp, + k,, 1 st+ 1 + .a. can be rewritten as ki(si + k,: ‘ki+ , si+ , + . . .). 
In order to calculate our lower bound formula, we will sum r(G,), r(G, + G2), 
r(G, + 2G,),... to produce an expression in terms of t, m, and the rank r of G(s). 
We have r dyads for G(s), U, of them with indeterminate s,, u2 with s, + s,, z.+ 
with s, + 2s2,..., ua with s,, so that C/“=,uj=r. Any value r(Gi+ki+,Gi+, + . . . 
+ k,G,), 0 < k,+,,..., k, < t - 1, is <C uk for those uk representing dyads with 
indeterminates s, + k;+ isi+, + . . . + kks,, 0 < kj+, ,..., k; < t - 1, such that in mod t 
arithmetic, 
k:+ki+,k;+,+***+k,kk+O if i>j 
or 
kj+ kj+,kj+, + *** + k,kL#O if i < j. 
In order to calculate an upper bound on C;“=i (C:,+‘,,...,,,=O r(G, + ki+lGi+I + ... 
+ k,G,)), we must count each occurrence of the uj’s in this sum. 
If there are uj dyads having s, alone as an indeterminate, then uj occurs in the total 
sum each time G, appears in any r(Gj + kj+ I G,+r + ..a k,G,). In fact, G, appears: 
Cm-*(t - I) times in {G, + k,G, + .a. kiGi + .++ + k,G,/O < k2,..., k, < t - 1) 
tmp3(t - 1) times in {G, + ... k,Gi + ..+ + k,G,/O Q k3,..,, k, < t - 1) 
Cm-‘(t-I)timesin {Gi-,+kiGi+***+k,G,/O<ki,...,k,<t-l) 
t m-i times in {Gi + a.. + k,G,/O < kitI,.,., k, < t - 1) 
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for all choices of k, ,..., k, with k, # 0. Therefore, the total number of occurrences 
equals F’. 
For U/‘S corresponding to dyads with indeterminates of the form si + ki+ 1si + a.. + 
k,sm we relabel the indeterminates by replacing si by si + (t - ki+,)si+l + ..a + 
(t-km)sm and Si+ ki+lSi+l + . . . + k, s, by si, do the same for the G,.‘s and then si 
occurs tm- ’ times as before. 
Therefore. 
c t-1 \‘ r(Gi+ki+,Gi+l + *.* < tm-‘(u, + a.* + uJ = t”-‘r. 1 
i?l ki+,,:k,=O 
We now have a lower bound on tensor rank. 
6. Two EXAMPLES 
To illustrate the power of Theorem 3, we will present two examples. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the 2 by n by n tensor, 
G(s)= 
By applying any of the known lower bound techniques, we cannot obtain a lower 
bound better than n. In fact, over the field of complex numbers, the rank is n. 
However, over Z, our technique generates a lower bound of [(3n - 1)/2] (exploiting 
the field structure). The upper bound is 3n/2 for n even, since each pair of rows i and 
i + 1, i = 1, 3 ,..., n - 1, has rank 3. For n odd, we first simplify G(s) by adding rows 
1 through n - 1 to row n and column n to columns 1 through n - 1 (still preserving 
the rank). Each pair of rows i and i + 1, i = 1,3,..., n - 2 has rank 3 and the last row 
has rank 1 for a total of (3n - 1)/2. 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the 3 by n by n tensor, 
G(s) = 
* 
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Over finite fields of cardinality t, the theorem yields a lower bound 
]((t’ + t + 1)n - (t + 2))/t*]. Other techniques produce a lower bound of n + 2 over 
arbitrary fields. Moreover, for fields of cardinality t > n and infinite fields, the rank is 
exactly n + 2 [7]. 
7. CONCLUSIONS 
Exploiting the structure of finite fields has led to the construction of a lower bound 
theorem for tensor rank. For fields with low cardinality the theorem provides an easy 
method of computing lower bounds more precise than those produced by previously 
used techniques. In addition, one of the proof techniques can also aid in computing 
rank over Z,. 
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